MEMORANDUM

TO:

Judge Walsh

FROM:

C. J. Mixter C J

DATE:

March 21, 1991

RE:

Criminal Liability of President Bush

J?1

You have asked me to analyze the criminal
liability, if any" of President Bush (hereinafter "the Vice
President" or "Mr. Bush") for matters within your mandate as
Independent Counsel under the Ethics in Government Act.

This

memorandum reflects that analysis.
Three issues of methodology and approach should be
described at the outset.

First, as we have discussed, there

is an outstanding area of investigation -- the Gregg/Watson
matter -- that· could conceivably lead to wholly-new evidence
regarding Mr. Bush's role in Iran/Contra.

In putting

together this memorandum, I have generally attempted to
consider all the relevant information concerning Mr. Bush
that has been developed by this Office's investigation to
date, including the immunized testimony of Admiral Poindexter
and Colonel North, as well as the investigation conducted by
the Congressional Iran/Contra Select Committees, again
including Poindexter's and North's immunized testimony.
However, I have made no effort to describe the current status

of the Gregg/Watson investigation, or to speculate on
information that might emerge as a result of different
possible outcomes of that matter.
Second, this memorandum, like my memorandum on the
Criminal Liability of Former President Reagan (the "Reagan
Memorandum"), is devoted strictly to potential criminal-law
concerns.

It is not focused upon either the wisdom of any

Vice Presidential policies during the relevant period, or the
candor or lack thereof that has been exhibited in Mr. Bush's
public statements concerning Iran/Contra, both of which areas
lie in the political domain.
Finally, the shape of this memorandum has been
affected substantially by my conclusion, as stated in Parts
I-III of the Reagan Memorandum, that former President Reagan
has no criminal liability stemming from the SUbstantive
Iran/Contra events that he can be proved to have authorized
or known about.

Although the quantity of information

compiled on Mr. Bush's Iran/Contra activities is much smaller
than that· amassed on former President Reagan, it is quite
clear that Mr. Bush attended most (although not quite all) of
the key briefings and meetings in which Mr. Reagan
participated, and therefore can be presumed to have known
many of the Iran/Contra facts that the former President knew.
However, if then-President Reagan faces no criminal liability
for having "authorized" any of the core Iran/Contra events of
which both he and Mr. Bush were aware, then there is no basis
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on which to find a secondary officer like Mr. Bush liable for
simply "being there" while those events were discussed with
the president. V

Thus, although this memorandum is organized

around the same broad topics as the Reagan Memorandum, I have
not restated as to Mr. Bush the complete analytical
construct, or all the background facts, that are contained in
the Reagan Memorandum.

Instead, I have concentrated upon

those instances in which Mr. Bush appears to have known more
or different facts about Iran/Contra than those that were
available to Mr. Reagan.

The relevant areas are covered as

follows below:

I.

Arms Sales to Iran, 1985-1986

II.

Military and Paramilitary Assistance to
the Contras, 1984 - October 1986 • • •
A.

Official Activities of the Vice President
1.

5

. 19
. • 19

Contra-Related Meetings Through
October 1984 • • • • • • . • •

. 19

2.

Contra-Related Meetings Between October
1984 and October 1986 • • • • • • • • . • 23

3.

Contra-Related Diplomatic Activities

4.

The Vice President and Contra
Fundraising . • • • • • • . • • . . . . . 34

. • 28

1/ In this .respect, my view of the Vice President's role

parallels that taken by Judges Greene and Gesell in rebuffing
efforts by Iran/Contra defendants to subpoena Mr. Bush's
papers and/or testimony in search of "authorization"
evidence. See united States v. Poindexter, 725 F. Supp. 13,
30 (D.D.C. 1989); united States v. North, Crim. No. 88-008002, slip. Ope (D.D.C., January 30, 1989). Each court acted
after it had considered an §X parte submission from the
defendant in support of his subpoena.
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B.

"Unofficial" Vice Presidential contacts
with Contra-support Figures • . . • •
1.

Felix Rodriguez .

2.

Oliver North

•

• 36
•

III. November-December 1986 Activities .

IV.

• 35

• 52
•

56

A.

Responses to Congressional Inquiries into the
Iran Arms Sales; Document Destruction,
Alteration, and Removal • . •
. • . . 57

B.

Felix Rodriguez

• 72

Responses to Investigations

•

• 76

A.

The Tower Commission • •

• 76

B.

The Iran/Contra Select committees

•

C.

The Office of Independent Counsel
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•

84

• 85

I.
As noted above, Mr. Bush's knowledge of the Iran
Initiative appears generally to have been coterminous with
that of President Reagan.

Thus, Mr. Bush was apprised

contemporaneously of the initial Israeli contacts that led to
the August/September 1985 TOW shipment (see January 11, 1988
Bush Dep. 65-68, 77-79;
March 16,' '1989 McFarlane North Trial Tr. 4762-63), although
he is not entirely certain that he recalls the President's
approval of the 500 TOWs, or being informed of a connection
between the 500 TOWs and the September 1985 release of
hostage Weir

(~January

11, 1988 Bush Dep. 78-79).

In

November, 1985, Mr. Bush and North were involved in hostagerelated meetings

l1li

(~,

~,

on November 27, 1985, the Vice President wrote North a

note thanking him for his "dedicated and tireless work with
the hostage thing and with Central America" (see
Mr. Bush also has a memory that in November 1985,
"there was an airplane that was supposed to-· land, pick up
weapons,'{:'andfly to • • • Iran -- and once it was either
airborne or landed over there, why then you were going to
have this other half of this deal • • • some facilitation of
the release of the hostages" (January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 80;
~

also ALU028242 (Presidential meeting record confirming

that the Vice President was present at the November 25, 1985
national security briefing described in Poindexter's notes,
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Assuming the accuracy of Admiral Poindexter's testimony that
the retroactive Iran Finding was presented to President
Reagan at the December 5, 1985 National Security Briefing,~/
Presidential meeting records recently produced to us indicate
that Mr. Bush was not present for that event (see
ALU0135169).

Poindexter has testified that he does not

recall whether the Vice President witnessed the signlng of
the Finding, but that

11 Mr. Bush had been there, Poindexter

would have given him a copy of the Finding to read

(~

May

2, 1987 Poindexter Cong. Dep. 106-107).

Early December 1985 provides the first example of
an NSC document that singles out Mr. Bush in connection with
the Iran_ Initiative, as well as the first instance in which

~/ Pointing to a r

" in his notes for
Poindexter has
as
date when the
(~ May 2, 1987 Poindexter ·C ong. Dep .
• Tr 43-44;
ly,
s au
and
Presidential meeting records that we rec
from
the Archivist (~ALU0135169) identify Mr. McFarlane as
having been present at the December 5, 1985 National Sepurity
Briefing; McFarlane, though, like Regan, claims to have no
recollection whatsoever of the 1985 Finding (~ July 2, 1987
McFarlane Cong. Dep. 49-50; July 30, 1987
• Tr.
243; Jul 31 19 7
an C
• Tr. 15).
December 5, 1985
consisteptly ide
Finding ·was signed
10
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'_b) (3))
en]

Mr. Bush apparently was
meeting.

present

a key Iran-related

In a lengthy December 4, 1985 PROF note to

Poindexter, North stated that
[The Iranians] have not the slightest
idea of what is going on in our
government or how our system works.
Today for example, Gorba called Copp in
absolute confusion over the fact that
Rafsanjani had just received a letter
from (of all people) Sen. Helms regarding
the American Hostages. Since the
'Iranians are adamant that they not be
publicly connected with the seizure,
holding or release of the AMCITs, why,
Gorba wanted to know, was Helms being
brought into this "solution to the
puzzle". Gorba reiterated that "Batri
(Vice President Bush) ought to have more
control over the members of his parliment
[sic)" than to allow them to confuse an
already difficult problem.
(GX 41 in
u.S. v. Poindexter, at 2.)
Similar references occur in intelligence that was gathered
during the Iran Initiative concerning discussions among the
Iranian players.

.
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By almost all accounts~, Mr. Bush was absent from
a December 7, 1985 meeting concerning the future of the Iran
Initiative that was certainly attended by President Reagan,
Secretarie.s Shultz and Weinberger, Regan, McFarlane,
Poindexter, and Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
McMahon.

At this meeting, secretaries Shultz and WeInberger

made known their policy and Arms Export Control Act-based
objections to the Iran arms sales, and McFarlane was
authorized to meet with Ghorbanifar in London to propose a
unilateral release of the hostages.

~ President Reagan's diary, the White House meeting records

consulted by the Tower Commission, Shultz, and Poindexter do
not place the Vice President at this meeting. Secretary
Weinberger (~ July 3~, 1987 Weinberger Cong. Tr. 35-36) and
McFarlane (.I§!1i! May 11, 1987 McFarlane Cong. Tr. 138) have
testified that Mr. Bush was there, although their accounts of
the meeting do not include any particular contribution to the
discussion by him. On Auqust 5, 1987, Mr. Bush stated in a
press interview that he was at an Army-Navy football game
when the meeting took place.
(See "Bush Asserts Vindication
in Iran Affair; Says Key Facts Were Denied Him", Washington
Post, August 6, 1987, at A-1.) The Iran/Contra Select
Committee Report also concluded at page 198 n.51 that "The
Vice President was not present" for this meeting.
-8-
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In any event, the Vice President was back in the
loop by early Jan~ary, when the key decisions on the future
shape of the Iran Initiative were made.

Mr. Bush was present

at the 0930 National Security Briefing on January 7, 1986,
when Poindexter says that he re-acquainted the President with
the Shultz-Weinberger position on Iran

(~

July 2, 1987

Poindexter Cong. Dep. 78-79: July 21, 1987 Poindexter Cong.
Tr. 139-141), as well as a meeting later that morning at
which the Secretaries again presented that position to the
President, Meese opined preliminarily that the Arms Export
Control Act could be overridden by the National Security Act,
and the President clearly indicated his support for the
Initiative (see,

~,

ALU012319; July 23, 1987 Shultz Cong.

Tr. 82-87; July 31, 1987 Weinberger Cong. Tr. 110-111; July
28, 1987 Meese Cong. Tr. 4-6).

according to
Poindexter'·s note on the accompanying briefing memorandum,
the Vice President was also in the Oval Office when the
President signed the January 17 Iran Finding (see
Mr. Bush has testified that he does not recall being present
when the President signed any Finding relating to Iran (see
January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 82-83).
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While none of the other participants' recollections
of the January 1986 meetings appears to include a strong
impression of the Vice President's views on the Initiative,
by February 1 Poindexter placed him with the Reagan-CaseyMeese-Regan-Poindexter majority who favored the Initiative,
and not with the Shultz-Weinberger minority who dissented and
were in some measure cut out of the flow of Iran-related
information thereafter.

(See ALU049637 (Poindexter PROF note

to McFarlane stating that "most importantly, President and VP
are solid in taking the position that we have to try".)
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Regan has
not specified when Mr. Bush raised those concerns, and the
earliest documentation of them occurs in November 1986 (see
page 62 below).

(See also May 2, 1987 Poindexter Cong. Dep.
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As the 1986 Iran arms sales went forward, the Vice
President I s primary source "of information appears to have
been the 0930 National Security briefings (see January 11,
1988 Bush Dep. 67-73;
~I

In this manner Mr. Bush, like the President and

Regan, would have learned about the first "U.S." TOW missile
shipment to Iran in February 1986
By the same token Poindexter has
testified that, as with the President, he did not tell the
Vice President about the diversion of Iran arms sales
proceeds to the Contras (see July 2, 1987 Poindexter Cong.
Dep. 21-22;

Mr.

Bush has also testified that he was ignorant of both the
diversion and the Iranians' complaints about pricing

(~

January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 73, 74-77, 88, 95), although in
his deposition he seemed to allow some room for the
possibility that he heard of the use of arms sale proceeds to
finance replenishment of Israeli stocks for weapons shipped
to Iran

(~1g.

at 73-74, 88-89).

:.{. ' ,
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At some unrecalled time, the Vice

ident

remembers learning from McFarlane or Poindexter that Secord,
Ita two star general who had served very well and knows about
procurement and getting his hands on all these weapons in the
arms market", was involved in the Initiative as a
"facilitator"

(~January

11, 1988 Bush Dep. 82, 81): he

does not recall hearing of Hakim until after the fact
.i.,g. at 88l~

(~

There is no doubt that Mr. Bush knew in advance

of McFarlane's trip to Iran (see,

~,

ALU0128243 &

ALU028432i January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 89-91), and the fact
that the McFarlane mission entailed a further delivery of
weapons systems parts in Iran (see id.).

The Vice President

also was briefed on the unsuccessful outcome of that trip
(~

id.; ALU0128248).
The next major Iran-related event for the Vice

President was also the only provable occasion on which Mr.
Bush was exposed to Iran-related information that was of a
different sort than that available to President Reagan. 21

\'

On

,

il An episode that has received a certain amount of press
play, but which cannot be linked to the Vice President
personally or to the NSC's Iran Initiative, is the -early 1986
-effort by a man named Richard Brenneke to communicate with
the Vice President about massive arms sales to Iran under a
program that Brenneke called Condor/Demavand. These contacts
with Brenneke were handled by Mr. Bush's military aide,
Douglas Menarchik, who has told the Office that he passed
Brenneke's information to the Department of Defense and
concluded, based on their advice, that the Vice President
should neither meet nor correspond with Brenneke. Menarchik
instead wrote Brenneke a letter advising him that the u.S.
(continued •.. )
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July 25,

with McFarlane, the Vice

6, following a

President left on a twelve-day trip to the Middle East,
visiting

, Egypt,

Bush was told by
Prime Minister

Jordan.

, Mr.

While in

Chief of Staff, Mr. Ful

, that the

wished him to meet Amiram Nir.~

According to Mr. Bush, he was uncomfortable with the idea of
the meeting and tried to call Poindexter; unable to reach
Poindexter, he spoke with North, who told him that Nir was as
knowledgeable about the Iran matter as the relevant

u.s.

it ( •.• continued)

government would not permit arms sales to Iran, and would
prosecute any u.s. citizen who became involved in such sales
(see October 8, 1987 Manarchik [sic] 302; ALUl1650).

Y The most likely origin for the Prime Minister's interest
in seeing this meeting take place is North's July 26
statement to Nir that the Vice President wished to go to
Syria to welcome the soon-to-be-released hostage Jenco. To
the Israelis, such a visit would have represented an
unwelcome diplomatic benefit to Syria, because it would have
given the Syrians implicit or explicit credit for the
release. According to the Israeli Historical Chronology (~
Part Two, pages 61-63), on July 26 Nir asked North to urge
the Vice President not to go to Syria and to explain to Mr.
Bush what had actually precipitated Jenco's release; on July
27, Nortp told Nir that he had not been able to talk with Mr.
Bush, but said that he had spoken with Fuller and asked Nir
to meet with the Vice President in Israel to tell him the
facts. Fuller confirms the basic outline of these facts to
the extent that he was involved in them (~ June 11, 1987,
October 1, 1990, October 10, 1990 Fuller 302s). Secretary
Shultz has, informed the Office that in a luncheon discussion
before the Vice President's Middle East trip, Mr. Bush
suggested a Syrian stop and Shultz advised him against it
(see December 11, 1990 Shultz OIC Interview 108). The Vice
President's interest in the Syrian visit is referred to in
documents dating ,from before the trip (~ Poindexter note of
7/9/86 Shultz meeting with President, AI<W000293 ("VP TripSyria?"), and long after the fact (see Charlie Hill notes for
December 2, 1986, ANS0001948).
-13-

officials, and that the meeting was mainly a "listening
session".

(See January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 91-93.)

In his

December 12, 1986 FBI interview, Mr. Bush added that "North
advised the Vice President that he wanted him to meet with
Nir because it would give an official imprimateur [sic] to
the Israeli role in the hostage negotiations and Iranian
initiative" (December 12, 1986 Bush 302 at 3).

The attempted

call to Poindexter (but not the conversation with North) is
documented by White House telephone records (see ALU01900004) . ZI
The meeting between the Vice President and Nir took
place on July 29, 1986.

Mr. Fuller attended, and prepared a

memorandum of the meeting (ALU018994-96).

According to

Fuller's memorandum, the meeting lasted for twenty-five or
thirty minutes.

The memo reflects that Nir told Mr. Bush

that he was briefing him at the request of the Prime Minister
and of Nir's "White House contacts"; it goes on to describe a
discussion in which Nir did almost all the talking, and
essentially gave the Vice President a history of the Iran
Initiati~e

between January 1986 and late July 1986.

Fuller

records only the most modest description of the 1985 phase of
the Initiative (lithe effort began last summer.
phase • • • 'didn't work well'.".)

This early

Except for some passing

Y The same telephone records indicate that on July 27,
Fuller and Menarchik "were called by the [Situation Room]
Duty Officer and filled in on the latest details concerning
Father Jenko's release from captivity" (ALU019003-04).
-14-

references to discussions with the Iranians about pricing of
the weapons, there is no reference at all in the memo, or in
any other accounts of the meeting

January 11, 1988 Bush

Dep. 91-96; GOI Historical Chronology, Part Two, at 63-64),
to "residual" monies, or to the diversion.

In fact, the only

possibly-new information in the memorandum, from the
standpoint of the Vice President, was Nir's characterization
of the Iranians who were then being dealt with as "the most
radical elements", which is not consistent with the January
17 Finding's description of the Initiative as involv1ng

"efforts . • • to establish contact with moderate elements
within and outside the Government of Iran" (see AKW001921).
Whatever its political significance, I am not aware of any
criminal ramifications that would flow from this variance.
According to Nir, the key decision to be made as of
July 29 was whether to continue to deny the Iranians the
balance of the Hawk spare parts, or to accept the Iranians'
proposal for a "sequenced" release of the remaining hostages;
Nir advocated that the arms deliveries be continued.

Fuller

closes hls memorandum by stating that
The VP made no commitments nor did
he give any direction to Nir. The VP
expressed his appreciation for the
briefing and thanked Nir for having
pursued this effort despite doubts and
reservations throughout the process.
(ALU018996. )
We know from other sources that while the Vice President was
still in the Middle East, Poindexter obtained President
-15-

Reagan's approval for the release of the remaining Hawk
spares (see ALU0128244;
After the meeting, Mr. Bush asked Fuller to call
North to tell him what had happened; Fuller did so, but North
only wanted to know whether Nir had asked for anything.
Fuller told him that Nir made no requests
Fuller 302).

(~June

11, 1987

Later in the day, Prime Minister Peres asked

Mr. Bush~hether he had had a good meeting with Nir (see
January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 93).W
Fuller completed his memorandum on August -6, 1986,
after he and the Vice President had returned to Washington;
Fuller believes that he brought North a copy of the
memorandum on the evening of August 6
Fuller 302 at 2).

(~

October 10, 1990

Earlier on that same day, North's notebook

records a meeting between North and the Vice President

(~

AMX001395).

Mr. Bush has not been
asked what took place during that session; following the
public release of the notebook entry last spring, Bush

A CIA document from September 1986 (ER 27545)' suggests
that, at least by then, Nir and Vice President Bush had also
discussed hostage-related projects other than the Iran
Initiative.

§I
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Administration officials stated on background that the
meeting "centered on the arms sales to Iran and efforts to
secure the release of American hostages in Lebanon"

(~

"Bush Discussion of Contras Denied", New York Times, May 10,
1990, at A25).

The Vice President recalls being informed about a
new channel to Iran that involved a relative of Majlis
Speaker Rafsanjani (see January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 96-97; see
~

July 15, 1987 Regan Cong. Dep. 60)

~

other records show

Mr. Bush being present on September 23 when the Second
Channel discussions were briefed to President Reagan (see
ALU0128259;

ALU0128240~

ALU028642), and on October 3 when the

President inscribed the Bible that North presented to the
Iranians.'l:ln Frankfurt (see ALU0128260; ALU028661; January 11,
...

1988 Bush Dep. 98-99;

~ -~

':=..;:::- ';" :.~ """;:-

-

~

.' . ~..... -~:;

...,..~

~.

The Vice President does not, however, recall learning of
Secord's and Hakim's enhanced prominence in the Second
Channel discussions (see January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 97).
To sum up, the investigative record contains no
indication that Vice President Bush was possessed of any

-17-

criminally-material information concerning the Iran arms
sales that went beyond the facts that were known to President
Reagan, under whose authority the Iran Initiative took place.
In light of the determinations reached in Part I of the
Reagan Memorandum, there is, accordingly, no basis on which
to conclude that Mr. Bush has any criminal liability arising
out of those sales.
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II.

Military and paramilitary Assistance to the
In considering the Vice President's activities with

respect to the Contras, it is useful to divide his role into
two parts:

first, his "official" activities as a member of

the Reagan Administration and a statutory member of the
National Security Council; second, his "unofficial" contacts
with figures involved in the Contra resupply effort, notably
Felix Rodriguez and Col. North.
A.

Official Activities of the Vice President
1.

~

Contra-Related Meetings Through October 1984

Given the level of attention that the Reagan
Administration devoted to the Contras, it is not surprising
that the record reveals a substantial number of Contrarelated meetings and diplomatic activities in which the Vice
President participated.

For example, in mid-1983, during the

most active phase of CIA involvement in covert operations
against the Sandinistas, Mr. Bush chaired a Special situation
Group which reconlmended specific covert'activities -- the
mining of Nicaraguan rivers and harbors and attacks on
Nicaraguan shipping -- aimed at "arms interdiction".
AKW043733-35.)

(See

'Consistent with his membership on the NSC,

the Vice President was a regular attendee at NSC and NSPG
meetings that discussed Central American matters during the
period that led up to the passage of the "full prohibition"
Boland Amendment in October 1984.
-19-

(See ALU007710-16 (NSPG

minutes for May 31, 1983): ALU0027858 (attendance list for
NSPG meeting on october 23, 1983): ALUOl1829 (Gregg memo
briefing Bush for January 6, 1984 NSPG meeting); ALU027983
(attendance list for NSPG meeting of June 29, 1984):
AKW043519-29 (minutes of NSC meeting of July 27, 1984.)~1

In

September 1983, as Congressional opposition to the Nicaraguan
covert program was beginning to gather strength, the Vice
President' 'received a copy of the Presidential NSPG talking
point "What plans do we have if Congress cuts off our support
to the resistance forces?" (see GJX 1271; AKW43323):According to McFarlane, the Vice President was
present at the morning briefings in which President Reagan
expressed his desire that the Contras be supported "body and
soul" (see March 14, 1989 McFarlane North Trial Tr. 4351-52).
McFarlane also included Mr. Bush in the very small group of
officials with whom he shared his first success in obtaining
Contra funding from the Saudis (see May 11, 1987 McFarlane
Cong. Tr. 38; see

~

January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 30-31), as

well as the later doubling of the Saudi contribution in

Lb) (.3)

Februari:','1985
The Vice President not only attended, but briefly spoke up

at, the June 25, 1984 NSPG meeting at which the solicitation

During 1983-1984 Mr. Bush also had some responsibility for
u.S. policy toward the civil war in El Salvador, and
particularly the problem of "death squads". In December
1983, Col. North accompanied the Vice President on a visit to
El Salvador (~ April 6, 1989 North North Trial Tr. 6768;
see also January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 25, 36-39).

V

-20-
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of third countries for Contra support was inconclusively
debated; toward the end of the minutes of that meeting, Mr.
Bush is quoted as saying:
"How can anyone object to the US
encouraging third parties to provide help
to the anti-Sandinistas under the
finding? The only problem that might
come up is if the United states were to
promise to give these third parties
something in return so that some people
.could interpret this as some kind of an
exchange."
(OX Reagan 2 in U.s. v.
Poindexter at ALU0096995.)
On at least one occasion following the June 25,
1984 meeting, the Vice President requested information about
Contra funding; in September, Mr. Bush asked Dewey Clarridge
how the Contras were being supported, and received the answer
that since U.S. funding had run out on June 1, the Contras
had received about $1.5 million "from other sources, probably
private, not governmental" (see ALU011847-48).

On November

15, 1984, CIA sent the Vice President, along with McFarlane
and North, a copy of an analysis that reported on the
successes and failures of Contra groups in obtaining funds
from varaous foreign countries, as well as material
assistance from Honduras and El Salvador (see AKW015392-405).
Although far more specific, the information that the Vice
President 'received on these occasions was not substantively
different from what CIA was telling the NSC as a whole during
late 1984.

(See AKW043522 (minutes of July 27, 1984 NSPG

meeting at which Casey says "Despite lack of funds from us,

-21-

the resistance carries on surprisingly well •

They are

getting the funds from somewhere"); AKW043816 (minutes of
October 30, 1984 NSPG meeting at which Casey states that
since May, the Contras had "made substantial purchases of
ammunition and have been able to sustain themselves with food
.

. .

.

If the private funding they are getting continues

they should be able to maintain pressure on the Sandinista
Government for an indefinite period").)

Apart from North's

testimony that an October 1985 briefing paper on soliciting
communications equipment from an Asian country was prepared
"for use by the President or the Vice President, I can't
remember which" (see April 7, 1989 North North Trial Tr.
6937), there is no indication that Mr. Bush played any active
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role in the process of lining up third-country funding for
the Contras. 101
2.

Contra-Related Meetings Between October 1984
and October 1986

Following the passage of the "full prohibition"
Boland Amendment in october 1984, the Vice President of
course continued to attend the President's daily National
Security ~riefingsll/, as well as the three Contra-related NSC
and NSPG meetings that took place in 1986.

Because these

briefings and meetings were, by definition,

conducte~

in the

llV Notwithstanding his intermittent role in attempting to
persuade Congress to resume support for the Contras (see
AKW038060-61: ox 57 in u.s. v. North; ALU012391, ALU01237879; ALU025549-62), by the time of his January 1988 deposition
Mr. Bush claimed to have little or no recollection of what
the Boland Amendment did or did not prohibit (~, ~,
January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 47-52, 107, 133-134). Mr. Bush is
of the opinion that Congress was without power to "suggest
that no nation could support some other nation" (~. at 49):
instead, he has expressed the view that the thrust of the
Boland Amendment was "Just don't send any arms" (id. at 50).
Mr. Bush has stated that he received advice from his Counsel,
Mr. Gray that the Administration did not violate Boland
(January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 48, 144-147), but cannot recall
whether that advice preceded or followed the revelations of
November" ,25, 1986 (i.,g. at 146). He also states that he may
have consulted White House Counsel on the issue (id. at 147).
Mr. Bush does not recall having seen the September 1985 PIOB
Opinion which concluded that the NSC staff was not covered by
Boland., but does remember some "vague discussion" of that
distinction (see January 11, · 1988 Bush Dep. 147-149).
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presence of President Reagan -- who, as discussed in section
II of the Reagan Memorandum, has no criminal liability for
contra-support activities in october 1984-0ctober 1986

I

will not discuss them at length, but will list the more
important of them, with citations to the fuller treatment and
the broader context that they receive in the Reagan
Memorandum:
'~ccording

to Presidential meeting records
(ALU028088), the Vice President attended
the March 25, 1985 National Security
Briefing at which, according to
Poindexter's notes, "private aid to
contras" was discussed and "Bud covered
our plan: 3rd country assistance; nonlethal aid; intelligencer~ons;
private humanitarian aid" l~; see
Reagan Mem. 64-65).

A National Security Briefing note for
April 30, 1985 states that "Bud briefed
on proposed economic action against
Nicaragua. II "JP gave President, Don
Regan and VP an update on Clair George's
contact • . • and DEA activity with • • •
and 200K."W
McFarlane has testified that following
the receipt of the August 1985
Congressional inquiries into the NSC
staff's Contra-support activities, he
discussed the letters with President
Reagan, described what he was doing in
response, and told the President that a
search of the files had produced evidence
of occasional advice and assistance to
the Contras -- which McFarlane did not
think was illegal under Boland (~
Reagan Mem. 91). McFarlane states that
Vice President Bush was present for this
12/ As is the case with President Reagan (~Reagan Mem. 22
n.12), there is no indication that Vice President Bush was
aware that some of the funds for the DEA operation originated
with the Contras.
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discussion, but that he had no separate
conversation with- the Vice President
concerning the inquiries (see March 13,
1989 McFarlane North Trial Tr. 4133).
This tallies with the Vice President's
testimony at his deposition that he has a
general recollection of the 1985 letters,
but was never asked to comment on either
the inquiries or the answers (see January
11, 1988 Bush Dep. 57-62, 149-154).'3/
According to Presidential meeting records
(see ALU028249), the Vice President was
,present for the December 13, 1985
National Security Briefi
notes
escrib
Meeting with President:
Panama, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Honduras & Guatemala;
met with Jack Galvin; Noreigawarning; Piza in San Jose real estate; El Salvador military leaders - insurgents
13,000 (arrow] 6000 - good
control in countryside concerning about urban areas beef up police forces, Duarte
scare [?) - must keep up
momentum - e ,c onomy; Honduras contra supplies [arrow] out of
country; Guatemala (arrow]
congrat Mejia will need help;
contras - need supplies - 70008000 in country - 170 incidents
a month - plan for lethal aid."

.~

b)(3)

G)

(See Reagan Mem. 68-69.)

NSC
(See Reagan Mem. 70.)

Mr. Bush also has a general recollection of the appearance
of press reports in the summer of 1985 concerning alleged
Boland violations by the NSC and North in particular (see
January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 55-57, 151-154).
13/
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Vice President Bush attended a March 20,
1986 NSC meeting·~that was called to
discuss what to do in light of an
unfavorable House vote that same day on
~ military and to the Contras ~
~
(See Reagan Mem. 70.)
In the
waketor the March 20 NSC meeting, the
Vice President, along with President
Reagan, was apprised of Abrams' success
in obtaining commitments to Contra
support from various Central American
leaders (see DX 85.6 in U.S. v. North;
ALU028364) •
"Mr. Bush received a copy of the briefing
memorandum""""- and attended the May
16, 1986 NS~g _
at
which both third-count~on and ..
domestic Presidential fundraising for the
Contras were discussed.
(See Reagan Mem.
72-75. )
According to Presidential meeting records
(~ALU028449-50), the Vice President
attended the May 19, 1986 National
Security Briefing at which Poindexter
discussed candidate countries for Contra
support (~ALU0128245, ALU0128238).
(See Reagan Mem. 75.)
According to Presidential meeting records
(ALU028488), Mr. Bush attended the June
9, 1986 National Security Briefing at
which McDaniel records a discussion of
the status of contra aid legislation and
the possibility of a private aid campaign
if th~ legislative effort failed (see
AL001i8250, ALU0128239).
(See Reagan
Mem. 75.)
Presidential meeting records (ALU028502)
also show Mr. Bush present at a June 20,
1986 National Security Briefing at which
the President was told "contras 30 days
ammo left" (see Cong. Ex. DTR 58).
On August 14, 1986, Presidential meeting
records (ALU028587) show the Vice
President as being present when there was
another discussion of the status of
Contra legislation and the possibility of
private and/or Honduran aid for the
-26-

Contras (see ALU0128256, ALU0128239).
(See Reagan Mem •. 75-76. )
Following the crash of the Hasenfus
aircraft, McDaniel's notes show an
October 7, 1986 briefing of the President
concerning the subject (see ALU0128262),
but record no such discussion on October

[b) (3)

Go
al
' vice President Bush was absent from the
October 7 National Security Briefing (~
ALU0135170), but present on October 8
(see ALU0135171).
(See Reagan Mem. 8789. )

* * *
The picture of Vice Presidential knowledge of
Contra support efforts during the "full prohibition" Boland
period that emerges from these meetings naturally resembles
the very sketchy involvement in the "secret war" by President
Reagan.

Indeed, in one fairly significant respect --

knowledge of Secord's role in Contra resupply -- Mr. Bush
seems to have known somewhat less than the President (compare
January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 87 with Reagan Mem. 82-83).

In

any event", given the negative conclusion on criminal
liability reached in Section II of the Reagan Memorandum,
there is no basis for reaching a different result as to the
Vice President.
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3.

Contra-Related Diplomatic

Early 1985 saw the Vice President involved in the
first (and the most famous) of a series of Central American
diplomatic encounters that continued throughout the "full
prohibition" Boland period.

As early as January 23, 1985,

Mr. Bush was apparently scheduled to make a mid-March stop in
Honduras as an adjunct to a trip to Brazil (see,
AMX000383).

~,

In late-January discussions involving North and

u.s. Ambassador to Honduras John Negroponte, and then in a
group of February memos authored by North and Ray Burghardt,
the chief of the NSC's Latin American Directorate, the
forthcoming Vice Presidential visit is discussed in the
context of NSC staff concern over flagging support for the
Contras by the government of Honduras, and Honduran President
Suazo in particular.

This concern spilled over to the state

Department as the Administration debated how best to
communicate with Honduras, what incentives to use, and how
clearly the incentives should be linked to the desired
behaviorcby the Hondurans -- in other words, whether to be
explicit about what everyone recognized as an implicit gyigpro-gyQ relationship.

North and Burghardt advocated having

any "linkage" between u.s. aid to Honduras and Honduran
assistance to the Contras communicated by a "special
emissary" who would not be subject to questioning by
Congress; the State Department preferred to have any and all
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messages delivered by Ambassador Negroponte.
~~~~~~~~~~~;

February 15, 1985).)

(See DX 54.3 in

AMX000459 (North notebook entry for

The hoped-for "special emissary" -- who

the documents identify as either North (see ALW030321-26) or
Burghardt

DX 54.3 in United states v. North) --

evidently was never dispatched.
Although the documents' suggest that at least some
of the "special emissary's" work was to be done by Vice
President Bush during his March visit (see id.), the
information that we have about Mr. Bush's March 16, 1985
meeting with President Suazo does not show that Mr. Bush
conveyed an explicit gyig

~

gyQ to the Hondurans.

The

state Department's recommended "Talking Points" for the
meeting (ALW030827-30) plainly discuss the United states'
appreciation for Honduran support of the Contras in virtually
the same breath as u.s. security commitments and economic
assistance to Honduras; a letter from President Reagan that
the Vice President was to deliver on his visit does the same
in more muted tones

(~ALW030850).

The

',t,

Burghardt/Negroponte cable that summarizes the Bush-Suazo
meeting likewise reports 'discussions of both Honduran support
for the Contras and u.s. aid to Honduras, but does not
reflect any explicit linkage between the two (see ALW002990915).

Moving beyond the paper record, the two participants in

the March 16, 1985 Bush-Suazo meeting who have provided
unsworn accounts of the session -- Mr. Bush and former
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Assistant Secretary of state Langhorne Motley -- have stated
that no gyig pro gyQ was discussed.

"President's Answer

to Honduras Query", USA Today, May 5, 1989, at 4A; "I Was
with George Bush in Honduras", Washington Post, May 5, 1989,
at A26.)
In connection with a May 1985 visit to Washington
by President Suazo, Mr. Bush was scheduled to attend a "PreBrief"; the background paper describes the agenda as being
"to confirm our support for the resistance and the importance
we attach to Honduran cooperation" (see DX 54.11 in U.S. v.
North).

The sort of "loose" linkage that is shown by these

documents, which would have been obvious to the most casual
observer of Central American affairs, was hardly a secret;
indeed, the Administration was willing to conduct virtually
the same type of discussion in the presence of leading
Congressmen who were invited to a May 22, 1985 breakfast
meeting between Suazo and the Vice President (see ALU030993402) •

Vice President Bush returned to the Honduran
diplomatIc scene in mid-January 1986 for a pre-inaugural trip
to Washington by Jose Azcona Hoyo, the newly-elected
President of Honduras.

In connection with that visit, the

State Department enlisted the Vice President to, among other
things, "pursue a commitment by the President-elect to
renewed Honduran logistical support for U.S. assistance to
the Nicaraguan resistance" (see ALW0030112).
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The background

papers and talking points that were prepared for the Vice
President in connection with the Azcona visit advised that
Mr. Azcona "will continue Honduran insistence that it receive
clear economic and social benefits from its close cooperation
with the U.S.", suggest that Mr. Bush inform Mr. Azcona of
the strength of

U.s.

commitment to the contras, and urge the

Vice President to refer to a separate session in which
, ,

"Admiral Poindexter will meet privately with Azcona to seek a
commitment to continued logistical support for the
resistance" (ALU0030118, ALU0030121).
On January 26-27, Mr. Bush served as the
Administration's representative to President Azcona's
inauguration.

In consultation with others in the

u.s.

government
Col. Samual Watson of the Vice President's staff prepared a
series of talking points on index cards

The last

of these is labelled "Special Talking Point", and recommends
that the Vice President discuss privately with Azcona the
supply of the armed Nicaraguan resistance, express the
President'·s and the Vice President's hope that they could
work quietly, "discretely" [sic], and deniably with Azcona on
the issue, and ask Azcona to tell his military to work out
ways to assure a supply effort.
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(b')C 3)

Cn-.J

nsistent with the fact
that there was, indeed, sUbstantial friction between the

u.s.

and Honduras during 1985 concerning NHAO flights into the
country

generally Iran/Contra Select Comm. Rpt. 61).

It

is also somewhat corroborated by a February 4, 1986 memo from
watson, through Donald Gregg, to the Vice President in which
Watson states that "what is lacking is our ability to provide
outrightiogistical support, advice, planning or even
direction for cross-border operations (emphasis by Gregg),
and that "only lethal aid would send a clear message"
(emphasis by Gregg) (see ALU012380).

--- ..

--- .. ---

Nei ther Gregg ~
the Vice President

himself (see January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 106-114) recalls
whether the "Special Talking Point" was used.
Two subsequent Vice Presidential trips -- to
Guatemala and to Costa Rica, again for the inauguration of
those countries' respective new Presidents -- appear to have
been uneventful
Mr. Bush did have
an indirect contact concerning Guatemalan President Cerezo's
willingness to support and train the Contras, which the Vice
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President described in a May 21, 1986 memorandum to
Poindexter (ALU025608).14!
Later in the spring of 1986, the Vice President met
again with President Azcona of Honduras on the occasion of
Azcona's May 27 visit to Washington; the briefing materials
for this meeting once more stress the importance of
communicating that "Our support, my support is strong for the

1988 Bush Dep. 114-116).

*

*

*

Readers of the Reagan Memorandum will recall that
at his deposition in united states v. Poindexter, Mr. Reagan
articulated his Administration's policy toward Central
American countries and the Contras as follows:
A. Well, again I think it is the same
tone. That we don't want to press them
to go so far that they challenge the
Sandinista government and wind up in open
hostilities with them. And the -- it
would be useful however to remind them
that in return for our help in the form
of security assurances as well as aid
that we do expect cooperation. That we
feel that there is an obligation on their
part, too.

Q. Right. So, in other words, if some
aid and assistance is given to them, you
would expect some aid and assistance back
from them -lV The Vice President also received a copy of an October 1986
memorandum (ALU08597-8601) that reflects a quite explicit
gyig pro gyQ proposal from President Cerezo, but which
relates prospectively to the period after Congress resumed
Contra aid. See United States v. Poindexter, Cr. No. 880080-01, slip OPe
(D.D.C. February 16, 1990).
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A.

Yes.

Q. -- in combating the spread of the
Sandinistas?
A.

Yeah.

[Discussion of objection by President's
counsel]
THE WITNESS: Well, I answered in
this case because I have already
indicated on other questions that this
,was a problem in our relationship, about
. the threat to them as per our ability to
lessen the threat in their minds in
return for joining with us on this
particular subject. So, that is why I
answered here on that.
It is in keeping
with what our whole attitude was.
(February 16, 1990 Reagan Dep. 109-110.)
In my judgment, Vice President Bush's contacts with Central
American leaders represent, at most, the implementation of
this policy of President Reagan -- who, as noted in the
Reagan Memorandum, has no criminal liability arising out of
Contra-support activities in 1984-86.
4.

The Vice President and
Contra Fundraisinq

As we know, an aspect of the NSC staff's Contra
support activities was the raising of funds through the
National Endowment for Liberty (nNEPL"), which funds were
routed by North to purchase military supplies for the
Contras.

Like President Reagan, Vice President Bush had a

number of contacts with NEPL, intermingled with photo
sessions with Contra leaders under the rubric of White House
"public liaison" activities

(~,
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~,

GX 221 and DXs 21 and

29

in

u.s.

v. North: February 23, 1989 Calero North Trial Tr.

(b)(3J

2065-73, 2096:

G,J
ALU019045-47).

As with President Reagan, however, there is

no indication that Mr. Bush was aware of NEPL's role in
funding lethal aid for the Contras; in particular, the nowdeceased President of NEPL, Carl Channell, has testified that
his solicitation of money for weapons did not come up at any
of his meetings with the Vice President (see March 8, 1989
Channell North Trial Tr. 3553; March 9, 1989 Channell North
Trial Tr. 3633).

At his deposition, Mr. Bush acknowledged

having made speeches to Contra support groups, but denied
having solicited contributions for anything other than
medical supplies (see January 11, 1988 Bush Dep. 31-37),
denied seeing or hearing anything, before November 25, 1986,
that would have led him to believe that North or Poindexter
had access to Swiss bank accounts or to cash (see

~.

at 100-

101), and stated that he did not know where Channell's
organization fit into the scheme of things

(see~.

at 158).

I am not'(: aware of any evidence that impeaches these
statements.
B.

~'Unofficial" Vice Presidential Contacts
with Contra-Support Figures

In addition to his Vice Presidential duties as a
member of the NSC and as a member and emissary of the Reagan
Administration, Mr. Bush had a number of less official
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contacts with Felix Rodriquez (a/k/a "Max Gomez") and Col.
North, both of whom were active in the Contra resupply
effort.

The existing record on those contacts is described

below.
1.

Felix Rodriguez

The story of Felix Rodriguez and the Office of the
Vice President begins not with Mr. Bush, but with Donald
Gregg, who' in August 1982 left his position as chief of the
NSC's Intelligence Directorate to become the National
security Advisor to the Vice President.

In March

1983, Gregg

received a visit in Washington from Mr. Rodriguez, whom Gregg
had met in vietnam.

Rodriquez suggested a plan for

helicopter operations against the anti-government guerrillas
in EI Salvador.

Rodriguez left behind a written proposal for

such operations, which Gregg forwarded with a favorable
recommendation to then-Deputy National Security Advisor
McFarlane (see ALUOl1806-13; AKW028060; AKW027859-66).
McFarlane, in turn, sent the plan to Col. North for his
comments

(~AKW028060:

AKW027859-66).

I am not aware of

any indibation that North did anything with Rodriguez'
proposal.

Rodriguez and Gregg met again to discuss Central
and December 1 9 8 4 _ [10 }(3)

America in November 1983

During the December
1984 visit to Washington, Rodriquez was taken by his friend

William Bode to meet Col. North: Rodriguez also met in the
united States with Juan Bustillo, the Chief of the Salvadoran
-36-

G,J

Air Force, and with Salvadoran General Blandon, who urged
Rodriguez to come to EI Salvador to try out his helicopter
concept.
On January 22, 1985, Rodriguez first met Vice
President Bush himself and discussed his counterinsurgency
experience in Bolivia, Vietnam, and Peru, as well as his wish
to become involved in assisting the Salvadoran government
(see, ~',

January 11, 1988

Bush Dep. 124-126; May 27, 1987 Rodriguez Cong. Tr. 225-226;
Rodriguez becomes a fairly regular subject of Col.
North's notebooks after January 28, 1985 (see AMX000393,
AMX000396); as early as January 30, the notebooks reflect a

discussion between North and Ambassador Negroponte of the
possibility of using Rodriguez in Honduras in connection with
the Contras
AMX000409).

specifically, an "FDN Air Arm" (see
Rodriguez has advised this Office that in

February 1985 he told General Gorman of the u.S. Southern
Command of his intention to assist the Contras in delivering
equipment (see December 3, 1987 Rodriguez ,302; see also F.
'-'(•."l,

Rodriguez, Shadow Warrior, at 227); it is not clear whether,
at this very early stage, anyone on the Vice President's
staff was aware of any activity by Rodriguez in support of
I

the Contras, although Philip Hughes, Mr. Gregg's assistant,
gained that knowledge at some point between January and
. september, 1985 (compare October 15, 1987 Hughes 302 with
July 16, 1990 Hughes 302

gng
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Hughes claims that he did not pass this
"'-

information to Gregg (iQ.).
Following one more meeting with Mr. Gregg to thank
him for his support

in March 1985 Rodriguez

moved to El Salvador (see May 27, 1987 Rodriguez Cong. Tr.
226).

Rodriguez wrote his thanks to Gregg on April 20, 1985

(see ALU012402-0S) and again on May 31 (see ALU011618), and

Mr. Gregg saw to it that the Vice President was informed of
the early success of Rodriguez' helicopter concept (see
ALU012410-11).
chief of the

On June 5, 1985, Gregg and Col. Steele, the

u.s.

military assistance group in El Salvador,

met with Rodriguez in Washington (see

there is no

evidence that this conversation ranged afield of the
Salvadoran civil war.
On september 20, 1985, North wrote Rodriguez a
letter

that requested Rodriguez to use his

influence with Salvadoran officials to facilitate the
creation of a Contra resupply operation at Ilopango Air Base
in El Salvador.

Col. North has testified that he discussed

this new assignment for Rodriguez with Mr. Gregg

(~

April

11, 1989 North Trial Tr. 7434-35);

~ Col. North's notebook for September 10, 1985 contains a
reference to what appears to be a conversation among North,
Gregg, and Col. Steele concern
Contra-s
activities
by Rodriguez (~AMX001726).
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Rodriguez was back in Washington on December 20,
1985, for a visit that included attendance at the Vice
Presidential staff Christmas party, where he saw Gregg and
was also introduced to Col. Watson, Gregg's assistant
Apparently
on this same trip Rodriguez also met with Gregg at a
restaurant near the Old Executive Office Building
December '3, 1987 Rodriguez 302).

(~

On a copy of a December 21

State Department cable, which was routed to Mr. Bush either
at the time or in early March, 1986 (see page 40 below),
Gregg noted

II

••

Felix says we are doing nothing to direct

the Contra planning . . . . . . (ALU025422).

hosted Watson on
a January 1986 "familiarization trip" to Central America that
preceded a Vice Presidential visit to the region. 16/

Although

notebooks that
(continued ••. )
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the first planeload of

Ent~rprise

lethal aid for the Contras

had arrived at Ilopango in December 1985 (followed in
February 1986 by the arrival of the first Enterprise C-7)
(~May

27, 1987 Rodriguez Cong. Tr. 231-236),

Interestingly, however, Watson's February 4, 1986
memorandum, passed through Gregg to Vice President Bush,

.

contains a description of the Contrast training and supply
situation (see ALU012381); in the margin next to Watson's
statement that
What is lacking is our ability to provide
outright logistical support, advice, planning,
or even direction of cross-border operations.
As you know, we are proscribed by Congress
from any of these more active measures • •
Gregg wrote "Felix agrees with this - it is a major
shortcoming"

(~ALU012380),

which suggests that either

Rodriguez and Gregg, or Rodriquez and Watson, must have had
at least a general discussion of Contra resupply_

The same

thought ~eappears in a March 6, 1986 briefing memorandum from
Gregg, watson and Phil Brady to Mr. Bush (ALU025418-22),
which attaches a copy of the December 21, 1985 state

16/ ( ••• continued)
yr ago Pdx & Ollie told VP staff stop protecting FR as a
friend -- we want to get rid of him from his involvement
w/private ops." (see ANS0001661).
(See Al.§.Q AMX000876
(January 9, 1986 North notebook entry stating "Felix talking
too much about VP connection").)
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Department cable on which Gregg wrote " • • • Felix says we are
doing nothing to direct the Contra planning • • • " (see pages
36-37 above).

In mid-April 1986, Felix Rodriguez requested a
meeting with Vice President Bush
Gregg approved the request (id.) and the
meeting was ultimately scheduled for May 1 in the West Wing
of the white House.1~

Mr. Rodriguez did not tell the

secretary with whom he spoke what the purpose of the meeting
might be

(~~.).

The scheduling proposal and the later

briefing memorandum for the Vice President

describe

the purpose as follows:
Felix Rodriguez, a counterinsurgency
expert who is visiting from El Salvador,
will provide a briefing on the status of
the war in EI Salvador and resupply of
the Contras.
The secretary who prepared the briefing memorandum is certain
that she received the information regarding "Purpose'· from
Col. watson;

1~ Between ' the date of the request and the date of the actual
session, Rodriguez participated in a meeting in El Salvador
among Rodriguez, North, Secord, and Enrique Bermudez, the FDN
military commander, concerning Contra resupply, at the
conclusion of which Rodriguez claims to have decided to
withdraw from his involvement with the resupply operation
because of his concerns over Secord, Clines and Quintero (~
May 27, 1987
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.
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.
----, -- - .- -,.- .. -. - ..

...

Mr. Bush has

testified that he probably did not see the scheduling
memorandum, but that if he did he glanced at it and paid no
attention to it

(~January

11, 1988 Bush Dep. 120).

The actual meeting on May 1

was attended by the Vice President, Gregg, Watson, Rodriguez,
former Senator from New Jersey Nicholas Brady, and, for the
latter part, Col.• North and u.S. Ambassador to El Salvador
Edwin Corr
All of the participants who have
testified on the subject recall Rodriguez showing a photo
album about his activities in the Salvadoran civil war (see,
January
11, 1988 Bush Dep. 117-124, 126-129; October 1, 1987 Brady
Cong. Dep. 8-11); none has testified to any discussion of the
Contras (id.)

According to the participants, this was also

true of the informal discussions between Rodriquez and the
Vice President's staff that surrounded the May 1 visit

memorandum.
compliance with
"SW, Good! GB.II

(~

The upper left corner of a June 3,
Gregg and watson reporting on their
request
bears the notation
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